I QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

STARRED QUESTIONS

Salaries of Aided Elementary School Teachers of Markapuram taluk.

46.

107 Q.—Sri S. VEMAYYA: Will the Hon. the Chief Minister be pleased to state—

(a) whether the Government are aware of the fact that the Aided Elementary School Teachers of Markapuram taluk of Kurnool district have not been paid their salaries in time for the months January to April; and

(b) if so, the reasons for the delay in payment?

THE HON. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:—

(a) The answer is in the negative.

(b) Does not arise.

I may tell Hon. Members that salaries have subsequently been paid.

Sri PILLALAMARRI VENKATESWARLU:— స్వరూపం సహా సలారీస్ పాటు ఉంచబడింది?

THE HON. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:— ఏప్రిలు నాడు సారూర్పాల్ ఆయుషంలో దానికి అందుబాటులో సగరించబడింది. అది దానికి రాష్ట్రపతి అందుబాటులో సగరించబడింది. అన్నంతరం తడిది సాగబడి అవకాశం దానికి సగరించబడింది. ఇది సాగబడి తడిది సాగబడింది. తడిది సాగబడింది. ఆయుషంలో తెలాగు సాగబడింది.

Sri S. VEMAYYA:— బ్రూములు సారూర్పాల్ స్థితి సాగబడింది?

The Hon. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:— తెలుగు రాష్ట్రపతి సహా సలారీస్ పాటు ఉంచబడింది.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Conversion of Tiruvur National Extension Service into Community Development Block.

48.

151 Q.—Sri V. VISWESWARA RAO: Will the Hon. the Minister for Planning and Industries be pleased to state whether there are any proposals to convert Tiruvur National Extension Service into Community Development Block?

THE HON. Sri K. VENKATA RAO:—

Tiruvur National Extension Service Block was converted to Community Development Block with effect from 1-4-1956.

1-4-1956 లో తీరువరు నేషనల్ ఎక్సెండ్రేషన్ సేవా కంపయ్యేటు మానుల మాదు లభించింది.

Sri V. VISWESWARA RAO:— 12 మొదలైకు 15 కంపయ్యేటు మానుల మాదు లభించింది.

The Hon. Sri K. VENKATA RAO:— నేషనల్ ఎక్సెండ్రేషన్ సేవా ప్రధానశాఖ కంపయ్యేటు ప్రధానశాఖ మాదు లభించింది. ఐస్పెన్స్ ప్రధానశాఖ కంపయ్యేటు ప్రధానశాఖ మాదు లభించింది.

Sri V. VISWESWARA RAO:— Extension Service ప్రధానశాఖ కంపయ్యేటు ప్రధానశాఖ మాదు లభించింది.

THE HON. Sri K. VENKATA RAO:— ఉష్ణకృతిలేదు. నేషనల్ ఎక్సెండ్రేషన్ సేవా ప్రధానశాఖ కంపయ్యేటు మాదు లభించింది. ఐస్పెన్స్ ప్రధానశాఖ కంపయ్యేటు ప్రధానశాఖ మాదు లభించింది.

Sri B. SANKARAJAH:— నేషనల్ ఎక్సెండ్రేషన్ సేవా ప్రధానశాఖ కంపయ్యేటు ప్రధానశాఖ మాదు లభించింది.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

11th August 1955

THE Hon. Sri K. VENKATA RAO:-

Irrigation 3% 85% subsidy. 3\% 85% subsidy allowed. 3\% 85% subsidy allowed. 3\% 85% subsidy allowed.

Sri P. NARASIMHAPPA RAO:—

Irrigation 3\% 85% subsidy. 3\% 85% subsidy. 3\% 85% subsidy. 3\% 85% subsidy.

THE HON. Sri K. VENKATA RAO:—

Irrigation 3\% 85% subsidy.

(a) the Harijans of Gandigunta, hamlet of Vuyyuru village, Gannavaram taluk of Krishna district are provided with a path-way; and

(b) the Harijans of Gandigunta, hamlet of Vuyyuru village, Gannavaram taluk of Krishna district are provided with a path-way; and

(b) if not the reasons for withdrawal of Land Acquisition proceedings in G.O. Rt. No. 228, Education and Endowments, dated 20th March 1956?

THE HON. SRI G. LATCHANNA:—

(a) the Harijans of Gandigunta, hamlet of Vuyyuru village, Gannavaram taluk of Krishna district are provided with a path-way; and

(b) if not the reasons for withdrawal of Land Acquisition proceedings in G.O. Rt. No. 228, Education and Endowments, dated 20th March 1956?

(a) The answer is in the negative.

(b) The proposal was first initiated to provide a path-way in B.S. No. 115/1 along with proceedings for acquisition of land for house sites in B.S. No. 150-1,2 and 149 of Vuyyuru village but in view of the high cost involved in the acquisition of land for house sites the proposals were dropped. As there is no need to acquire land for a path-way without providing house sites, the acquisition proceedings, were withdrawn in G.O. Rt. No. 228 Education Endowments dated 20-3-1956.

(a) The answer is in the negative.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

[11th August 1956]

Sri S. VEMAYYA:— In reference to the question pending (and) the pathway proposal for house sites no. 51953 and the pathway proposal for the proposed site, the pathway proposals are to be rejected.

THE HON. Sri G. LATCHANNA:— On 8th August 1953, I made a proposal recording proposal no. 51953 for the pathway proposal. The proposal was recorded as pending. The proposal was rejected.

Sri G. YELLAMANDAREDDI:— This pathway proposal is not connected with the new house sites, but the old village.

THE HON. Sri G. LATCHANNA:— (a) 51953 hamlet is connected with a pathway provide it separately; (b) pathway proposals may be connected with the new house sites.

Mr. SPEAKER:— It is connected with the new house sites, but not to the old village.

THE HON. Sri G. LATCHANNA:— Pathway proposals for house sites no. 51950, 51953, 51956 and house sites no. 51953, 51954, 51956 may be rejected.

Sri P. SREERAMULU:— The pathway proposals may be rejected.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

11th August 1956]

Mr. SPEAKER :- This relates to Gandigunta, you are asking about general policy. Please put a separate question.

Sri M. NAGI REDDI:— Mr. Speaker, I have asked some questions regarding the proposal for house sites and path-ways. I had asked about the proposals for path-ways and the proposals for house sites. I had also asked about the proposals for road projects. The proposals were pending. Now, I have further asked about the proposals for path-ways and road projects.

THE HON. Sri G. LATCHANNA:—

Sri PILLALAMARRI VENKATESWARLU:— Sri B. RATHNASABHAPATHI:— Will the Hon. the Minister for Co-operation and Commercial Taxes be pleased to state—

(a) whether it is a fact that the Registrar of Co-operative Societies issued an order removing the President of the Co-operative Bank of Bhimunipatnam (Visakapatnam district) and appointing a Special Officer; and

(b) if so, whether the said order has been given effect to?

The Hon. Sri D. SANJIVAYYA:—

(a) Yes Sir, The Committee of the Bhimunipatnam Co-operative Urban Bank, was superseded on grounds of

Removal of President of the Co-operative Bank at Bhimunipatnam.
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253 Q— Sri B. RATHNASABHAPATHI:— Will the Hon. the Minister for Co-operation and Commercial Taxes be pleased to state—

(a) whether it is a fact that the Registrar of Co-operative Societies issued an order removing the President of the Co-operative Bank of Bhimunipatnam (Visakapatnam district) and appointing a Special Officer; and

(b) if so, whether the said order has been given effect to?

The Hon. Sri D. SANJIVAYYA:—

(a) Yes Sir, The Committee of the Bhimunipatnam Co-operative Urban Bank, was superseded on grounds of
mismangement for a period of one year from 7-4-1956 and a Special Officer was appointed to manage its affairs.

(b) Yes.

Conduct of election to Allur Panchayat Board

51—

51 Q— SRI S. VEMAYYA:— Will the Hon. the Minister for Local Administration and Prohibition be pleased to state—

(a) whether it is fact that the Government have ordered a stay in the conduct of election of Allur Panchayat Board in Nellore district; and

(b) if so, the reasons thereof?

The Hon. Sri A. B. NAGESWARA RAO:—

(a) The answer is in the affirmative.

(b) The elections were stayed, as it was brought to Government's notice that there would be a breach of peace if the elections were held on the 6th April 1956.

Sri S. VEMAYYA:— ఐస్ అరుదు రాజధాని స్థానానికి రేపాడు ప్రధాని హోమ్ స్థానం అందులో ప్రతిభ రాజధాని మౌలు మార్గధర్మాలు గుర్తనం జరిపాడు నిర్దిష్ట మార్గధర్మాల సహాయం మీదుగా గుర్తనం జరిపాడు?

THE HON. SRI A. B. NAGESWARA RAO:— అందరి అందరి జరిపాడు నిర్దిష్ట మార్గధర్మాల సహాయం మీదుగా జరిపాడు?

Sri PILLALAMARRI VENKATESWARLU:— మాత్రము జరిపాడు నిర్దిష్ట మార్గధర్మాల సహాయం మీదుగా జరిపాడు?

THE HON. SRI A. B. NAGESWARA RAO:— అందరి అందరి జరిపాడు నిర్దిష్ట మార్గధర్మాల సహాయం మీదుగా జరిపాడు?

Sri PILLALAMARRI VENKATESWARLU:— Stay orders మాత్రము జరిపాడు నిర్దిష్ట మార్గధర్మాల సహాయం మీదుగా జరిపాడు?

THE HON. SRI A. B. NAGESWARA RAO:— అందరి అందరి జరిపాడు నిర్దిష్ట మార్గధర్మాల సహాయం మీదుగా జరిపాడు?

Sri PILLALAMARRI VENKATESWARLU:— అందరి అందరి జరిపాడు నిర్దిష్ట మార్గధర్మాల సహాయం మీదుగా జరిపాడు?
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

11th August 1956

The Hon. Dr. B. Gopala Reddi:— I have heard the complaint of the Deputy Panchayat Officer that he has received withdrawals and complaint regarding election stay orders. Is there any complaint of election stay?

Sri G. Yellamanda Reddi:— Yes. The withdrawals were ordered by the Deputy Panchayat Officer on the spot.

THE HON. DR. B. GOPALA REDDI:— The withdrawals were ordered by the Deputy Panchayat Officer on the spot.

Sri Pilla Mallari Venkateswarlu:—

(Interruption). My point is this sir. I have heard the complaint of the Deputy Panchayat Officer that he has received withdrawals and complaint regarding election stay orders. Is there any complaint of election stay?
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

11th August 1956

TAE HON. DR. B. GOPALA REDDI :-

Withdrawals by the Deputy Panchayat Officer did not take place in the manner prescribed. The withdrawal of rioters was done after the Deputy Panchayat Officer had issued a notice. The notice was not served properly. The rioters were not informed about the withdrawal. The notice was not served properly. The Deputy Panchayat Officer should have served the notice properly.

Sri PILALAMARRI VENKATESWARLU :-

Withdrawals by the Deputy Panchayat Officer did not take place in the manner prescribed. The notice was not served properly. The rioters were not informed about the withdrawal. The notice was not served properly. The Deputy Panchayat Officer should have served the notice properly.

THE HON. SRI A. B. NAGESWARA RAO :-

Withdrawals by the Deputy Panchayat Officer did not take place in the manner prescribed. The notice was not served properly. The rioters were not informed about the withdrawal. The notice was not served properly. The Deputy Panchayat Officer should have served the notice properly.

Sri B. SANKARAIAH :-

Withdrawals by the Deputy Panchayat Officer did not take place in the manner prescribed. The notice was not served properly. The rioters were not informed about the withdrawal. The notice was not served properly. The Deputy Panchayat Officer should have served the notice properly.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

11th August 1956:

Will the Hon. the Chief Minister be pleased to state—

(a) whether it is a fact that the final teaching grants for aided schools are not sanctioned till now in Krishna district; and

(b) if so, why?

The Hon. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:

(a) The answer is in the negative.

(b) Does not arise.

SRI V. VISWESWARA RAO:

"Negatived" in the affirmative. 120 schools are involved. 113 objections are raised. Enquire.

The Hon. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:

109 objections are raised. Enquire. 108 schools involved. 109 objections are raised. Enquire.

SRI V. VISWESWARA RAO:

108 objections are raised. Enquire. 107 objections are raised.

The Hon. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:

No objections raised. Enquire.

SRI N. K. LINGAM:

108 objections are raised. Enquire. 107 objections are raised. Enquire. 106 objections are raised. Enquire.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

THE HON. DR. B. GOPALA REDDI:—

To special staff on behalf of D.E.O. Office & other staff

SRI C. SUBBARAYUDU:—

Regarding the teaching grants and their distribution last year. Can you please provide the details of the excess allotment of grants over and above the last year's allotment?

THE HON. DR. B. GOPALA REDDI:—

Please provide the details of the excess allotment of teaching grants over and above the last year's allotment.

Opening of new hospitals for treatment of lunacy and infectious diseases.

(a) Will the Hon. Minister for Planning and Industries be pleased to state:

(1) whether the Government propose to open any new hospitals for treatment of lunacy and infectious diseases;

(b) if so, in which districts?

THE HON. SRI K. VENKATA RAO:—

(a) & (b) Proposals for opening one new Mental Hospital at Guntur and four Infectious Diseases Hospitals at Visakhapatnam, Guntur, Tirupathi and Bhadrachalam have been included in the State's Second Five Year Plan.

Opening of new hospitals for treatment of lunacy and infectious diseases.
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SRI P. GUNNAYYA: Will the Hon. the Minister for Planning and Industries be pleased to state—

(a) whether the Government propose to open any new hospitals for treatment of lunacy and infectious diseases; and

(b) if so, in which districts?
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

11th August 1956]

Opening of a Medical College at Kurnool.

58—

* 292 Q.-Sri VAVILALA GOPALAKRISHNAYYA:— Will the Hon. the Minister for Planning and Industries be pleased to state the reply of the Government of India to the State Government's proposal for the opening of a Medical College at Kurnool?

The Hon. Sri K. VENKATA RAO:— The Government of India have stated that the matter is under consideration and that a further communication will be sent to this Government as soon as a decision is arrived at in the matter.

Sri VAVILALA GOPALAKRISHNAYYA:—

Will the recurring expenditure of the Medical College be borne by the State?

The Hon. Sri K. VENKATA RAO:— The recurring expenditure will be shared by the State and the Centre equally.

Sri VAVILALA GOPALAKRISHNAYYA:—

Will the courses of the College start before the buildings are completed?

The Hon. Sri K. VENKATA RAO:— Yes, the courses will begin before the buildings are completed.
11th August 1956

SRI E. AYYAPU REDDI:—
Will the Hon. Minister be pleased to state whether it will be possible to start the College in Kurnool itself in the next academic year?

THE HON. SRI K. VENKATA RAO:—

SRI L. LAKSHMANA DAS:—
Medical graduates only for the sake of practice, no need to Medical College for short term courses in Kurnool. Where are the 200 candidates? Where is the money?

THE HON. SRI K. VENKATA RAO:—
India Medical Council etc., Government of India etc., approved the short term courses at the college. We are now trying to get the money.

Simplification of the Acts of Co-operative Societies.

* 430 Q.—Sri M. NAGIREDDI: Will the Hon. Minister for Co-operation and Commercial Taxes be pleased to state—
(a) whether the Central Government have appointed a committee to simplify the Acts relating to the working of the Co-operative Societies; and
(b) if so, whether anybody from Andhra has been appointed on that committee?

The Hon. Sri D. SANJIVAYYA:—
(a) Yes, Sir.
(b) Sri K. SUBRAMANYAM NAIDU, Registrar of Co-operative Societies, Andhra (now on leave) is on that Committee.

Adult Literacy Campaign.

* 163 Q.—SRI V. VISWESWARA RAO: Will the Hon. Minister be pleased to state—
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

11th August 1956

(a) whether it is a fact that the Government directed the Education Department to discontinue the adult literacy campaign; and

(b) if so, the reasons for the same?

THE HON. DR. B. GOPALA REDDI:—

a) The answer is in the negative.

b) Does not arise.

SRI VAVILALA GOPALAKRISHNAYYA:—

 adult education training classes కాశార కృష్ణాయయా కేసారి కృష్ణాయయా కేసారి కృష్ణాయయా కేసారి కృష్ణాయయా కేసారి 

der to close adult schools. Close ఇందులో ఇందులో ఇందులో ఇందులో ఇందులో 

Sri M. NAGI REDDI:—

Subsequently something has happened. I shall give a fresh answer some time later.

Sri M. NAGI REDDI:—

I am sorry for the reply. This reply was given in April or so, the question having been given in March. Subsequently something has happened. I shall give a fresh answer some time later.

Mr. SPEAKER:—

Please put this supplementary question when that question is answered.

Meraka Sivavilanka of Manepalli.

132—

SRI G. NAGESWARA RAO:— Will the Hon. the Minister for Revenue be pleased to state:

(a) the reason for not granting the Meraka Sivavilanka S. No. 332 of Manepalli having an extent of 85.60 Ac. to Manepalli Adi-Andhra F.L.C. Society which has been cultivating it from 1918; and

(b) the reason for granting the same land on 21–10–1955 by the District Collector, East Godavari to the
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

11th August 1956]

Landless Poor Workers Co-operative Society of Nagullanka, hamlet of Manepalli registered on 2-10-1955 with 17 members of whom a majority are having their own lands and tobacco business?

THE HON. SRI K. CHANDRAMOULI:—

(a) The lanka land referred to by the Member is presumably the Vynateym Godawarilanka measuring Ac. 86.93 in R.S No. 332 of Manepalli village in Razole Taluk. This lanka was under the lease of the Adi-Andhra F.L.C. Society Manepalli village from F. 1949. In F 1365 it was withdrawn from the society as it failed to pay the arrears due from it for F. 1364 completely in time.

(b) The Lanka so withdrawn from the Adi Andhra Society was available for disposal under the rules governing lanka leases. No other society except the Nagullanka landless Field Labour Co-operative Society applied for its lease for F. 1365. Since this Society was eligible for grant of lanka leases and was also willing to take up the lanka agreeing to pay the rentals fixed under rules, it was leased out to it for that Fasli. The allegation that a majority of the members of this Society are not landless poor persons is not correct.

Sri G. NAGESHWARA RAO:—

The Hon. Sri K. CHANDRAMOULI:—

Technical correction is necessary.

8-8-1956
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

11th August 1956]

Steamer service between Howrah and Bombay.
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* 457 Q.—SRI P. VENKATA SUBBAYYA) Will the
SRI M. NAGI REDDI: ʃ Hon. the
Minister for Electricity and Social Welfare be pleased to
state:—

(a) Whether this Government have sent up a proposal
to the Central Government for running a regular monthly
steamer service between Howrah and Bombay, touching the
minor port in Andhra; and

(b) if so, whether the Government of India have asked
for a detailed scheme?

THE HON. Sri G. LATCHANNA:—

(a) and (b):— The answer is in the affirmative.

Sri VAVILALA GOPALKRISHNAYYA:—

The Hon. Sri G. LATCHANNA:

SRI VAVILALA GOPALKRISHNAYYA:—

THE HON. Sri G. LATCHANNA.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

11th August '1956

SRI L. LAKSHMANA DAS:—
whether it is a fact that the Government have decided to get the accounts of the Panchayat Boards audited by the Local Fund Audit staff; and
whether the expenditure for auditing will be borne by the Government?

THE HON. SRI G. LATCHANNA:—

SRI G. NARASIMHA MURTHY:—

THE HON. SRI G. LATCHANNA:—

Audit of the accounts of the Panchayat Boards.
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SRI M. NAGI REDDI:— Will the Hon. the Minister for Local Administration and Prohibition be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that the Government have decided to get the accounts of the Panchayat Boards audited by the Local Fund Audit staff; and

(b) if so, whether the expenditure for auditing will be borne by the Government?

THE HON. SRI A.B. NAGESWARA RAO:—

(a) The answer is in the affirmative.
(b) The answer is in the negative.

According to Sec. 74 (2) of the Madras Village Panchayats Act, 1950 (Madras Act X of 1950) as subsequently am-


ended by the Madras Village Panchayats (Andhra Second Amendment Act, 1955 (Andhra Act XXII of 1955), the Panchayat Boards shall pay to the Government from out of their funds such sum as may be determined by the Inspector towards the pay and allowances of such auditors and towards any other expenditure involved in the audit of the accounts of Panchayats. In other words, the entire cost of audit will be recovered from the funds of the Panchayat Boards.

Sri M. NAGI REDDI:—

The Hon. Sri A. B. NAGESWARA RAO:—

Sri S. NARAYANAPPA:—

THE Hon. Sri A. B. NAGESWARA RAO:—

An Hon. Members:—

MR. SPEAKER:—When the Hon. Minister comes, I will bring them.

SRI P. GUNNAYYA:—Point of information, Sir.

MR. SPEAKER:—Order, Order.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

[11th August 1956]

SRI R. B. RAMAKRISHNA RAJU:—One submission, Sir. I find, that day after day, number of questions are being postponed because the concerned Ministers are not present in the House. May I know Sir, if advance intimation is not sent to the concerned Ministers that a particular question will be taken up in the House on a particular day and, if so, is it not necessary, Sir, that the concerned Minister should at least make alternate arrangement to see that the questions are properly answered and if it is not possible for them to do so for any unavoidable circumstances, is it not proper that they should take the permission of the Speaker?

THE HON. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:—Hon. Speaker's permission has been taken, and if it is the wish of the hon. Member that other Ministers should answer the absentee Ministers' questions, we have no objection. But you may not get the full information when you put supplementary questions. So, in order to facilitate your convenience, we are trying to postpone those questions so that they may be duly answered when the concerned Minister is present in the House.

MR. SPEAKER:—We will try to minimise this as far as possible.

II. Motion under rule 265 of the Assembly Rules.

Sri S. BRAHMAVYA:—Speaker, Sir, I beg to move:

That under rule 265 of the Andhra Legislative Assembly Rules, leave of absence be granted by this House to Sri B. G. M. A. NARASINGA RAO, Member, Andhra Legislative Assembly for two months from 8th August 1956.

MR. SPEAKER:—The Question is:

"That under rule 265 of the Andhra Legislative Assembly Rules, leave of absence be granted by this House to Sri B. G. M. A. Narsinga Rao, Member, Andhra Legislative Assembly for two months from 8th August 1956."

The motion is carried and leave granted.
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Sri S. BRAHMAYYA:—
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Sri S. BRAHMA MAYYA:—

The Hon. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:—

Sri S. BRAHMA MAYYA:—

The Hon. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:—
Sri S. BRAHMAYYA:—

[Text in Kannada]
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Sri. S. Brahmayya:—

"सीतापुरी, होमेओ इलाके प्रायः मोहन दत्त अध्यक्ष के
हस्तांतरण समारोह में हस्ती सीतापुरी
हस्तांतरण का उपहार। मैंनें आपके नाम
प्रस्तुत किया जिसका प्रसन्नता है। एसी
अमृतराज चौधरी स्त्री स्वामी रामदास
वाडाला ने इसे प्रस्तुत किया। अब
इस समारोह में हस्तांतरण का उपहार
सीतारम में हस्तांतरण का उपहार।"
Sri. S. Brahmayya:
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Sri. P. SURYANARAYANA
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Sri P. Suryanaryana:—

doctora ने स्वास्थ्यपान निर्माण निराप्तिः। ग्रामसेवा रच्योत्करण हेतूः स्वास्थ्यपान निराप्तिः।

news papers ने स्वास्थ्यपान निर्माण निराप्तिः। ग्रामसेवा रच्योत्करण हेतूः स्वास्थ्यपान निराप्तिः।

Police Constables अन्यें Constables अन्यें गुट्टा गुट्टा

Municipalities गुट्टा गुट्टा

Industries गुट्टा गुट्टा

Subsidy गुट्टा गुट्टा

Hostels गुट्टा गुट्टा
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Sri P. SURYANARAYANA:—

Sri N. RAMABHADRA RAJU:—

Sri N. RAMABHADRA RAJU:—

Mr. SPEAKER:—

Sri N. RAMABHADRA RAJU:—
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SRI. N. RAMABHADRA RAJU:—

...discussed the governance and drainage systems. He emphasized the importance of maintaining...
[11th August 1956]

Sri S. JAGANNADHAM:

ప్రపంచ ప్రపంచ republicలో ప్రమాదం వచ్చిన స్థితిలో, మాత్రమే ప్రపంచ ప్రపంచ republic ను స్వాధీనం చేసుకుని తెలుగు సంస్థ సంపాదన చేసింది. 

ప్రపంచ republic ను స్వాధీనం చేసి, స్థాయిని తెలుగు సంస్థ సంపాదన చేసింది. 

ప్రపంచ republic ను స్వాధీనం చేసి, స్థాయిని తెలుగు సంస్థ సంపాదన చేసింది. 

ప్రపంచ republic ను స్వాధీనం చేసి, స్థాయిని తెలుగు సంస్థ సంపాదన చేసింది. 

ప్రపంచ republic ను స్వాధీనం చేసి, స్థాయిని తెలుగు సంస్థ సంపాదన చేసింది. 

Planning మరియు Local Development Works ఏ అంగంలో contributions అయింది. 

Irrigation మరియు అనేకా సేకరణ రేకుంటే, reservoir విస్తృతమై ఉంది. 

హైస్కాల్స్, మధ్యస్కాల్స్, కళాశాలలు ఉన్నాయి. 

Planning మరియు Local Development Works ఏ అంగంలో contributions అయింది.
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Sri S. JAGANNADHAM:—

The schools, colleges educational standard English importance S. S. L. C. percentage of marks for pass Service Commission 100 40 60 40 35 60 30 20 G.O. percentage of marks college 40 30 20 10 Headmaster promote recruitment 10th Aug. B. A. Hons., First class graduate M. A. First class recruitment I. A. S. retirement Headmaster 10 10 10 service 10th Aug. B. Ed promote 7 panel retire Headmaster 1955 7 Head Masters Panel retire 7 7 continue 7 7 7 B.Ed promote 10 panel promote 10th Aug. B. A. Hons., First class graduate M. A. First class promotion I. A. S. retirement Headmaster 10 10 10 service 10th Aug. B. Ed promote 7 panel retire Headmaster 1955 7 Head Masters Panel retire 7 7 continue 7 7 7 B.Ed promote 10 panel promote 10th Aug. B. A. Hons., First class graduate M. A. First class promotion I. A. S. retirement

The Hon. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:—
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Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:—

Sri. JAGANNADHAM:—

Sri. L. LAKHMANA DAS:—

Sri. K. VENKATARATNAM:—
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Sri. K. VENKATARATNAM:—

11th August 1956

Government sanction has been obtained to carry out the recommendations of the Government-appointed Special officers in the fields of elementary education and secondary education. Metal roads have been constructed under the administration of special officers and the number of M.L.A.s has been increased from 100 to 130.

Mr. SPEAKER:—Sir, you have the floor.

Sri. K. VENKATARATNAM:—Sir, the Governor's recommendations have been fully accepted and implemented.

Special officers have been appointed to administer the fields of elementary education and secondary education. Metal roads have been constructed under the administration of special officers. The number of M.L.A.s has been increased from 100 to 130. Ten percent of the highways have been constructed.

Highways 10\% of the ten percent have been constructed. The remaining 90\% will be completed in the next financial year.
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Sri. K. VENKATARATNAM:—

...}

SRI N. K. LINGAM:—

...
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Sri. S. K. LINGAM:—

11th August 1956

పెదరి ఇరుగుండా దండాయాత్రలో ఉన్నాను జాతీయాన్ని అధికారిక సమాందిస్తే అయినప్పటి విధానాన్ని సంపాదించానికి అనుభవించాము.

ఇరుగుండా ఇరుగుండా మనం మేన్నా చేయడానికి మతానే వస్తుంది. మనం విప్పించడానికి మతానే వస్తుంది. మనం ఉత్తమంగా సభ్యతను కూడా వస్తుంది. రెండవ వ్యక్తి ద్వారా సమాందించడానికి మతానే వస్తుంది. మనం దొరగించడానికి మతానే వస్తుంది.

కేంద్ర శాసనం మేన్నా చేయడానికి మతానే వస్తుంది. మనం విప్పించడానికి మతానే వస్తుంది. మనం ఉత్తమంగా సభ్యతను కూడా వస్తుంది. రెండవ వ్యక్తి ద్వారా సమాందించడానికి మతానే వస్తుంది. మనం దొరగించడానికి మతానే వస్తుంది.

ఇరుగుండా ఇంటిని మనం వ్యవహారం చేయడానికి మతానే వస్తుంది. మనం విప్పించడానికి మతానే వస్తుంది. మనం ఉత్తమంగా సభ్యతను కూడా వస్తుంది. రెండవ వ్యక్తి ద్వారా సమాందించడానికి మతానే వస్తుంది. మనం దొరగించడానికి మతానే వస్తుంది.

సహాయాధికారిత కాలంలో మనం ఎందుకు కదులుగా ప్రత్యేకించడానికి మతానే వస్తుంది. మనం మేన్నా చేయడానికి మతానే వస్తుంది. మనం ఉత్తమంగా సభ్యతను కూడా వస్తుంది. రెండవ వ్యక్తి ద్వారా సమాందించడానికి మతానే వస్తుంది. మనం దొరగించడానికి మతానే వస్తుంది.
SRI B. V. SUBBA REDDI:—Mr. Speaker, Sir, while I am very glad to support the motion before the House of offering thanks to the Governor for the lucid, forciful and effective way it was delivered to this House I am unable to agree with most of the things that are stated in the address. Sir, as all the hon. Members are aware, though the Governor’s address is purely a formal affair still it becomes important as reflecting the policy and programme which the Government intend pursuing in the near future. Sir, the Governor’s address reads like the lullaby of a mother rocking a child to sleep, and it left every member of this House in a stupor and in a feeling of drowsiness. Sir, the address is a comprehensive resume of all that has been achieved by the present Government ever since the inception of the Andhra State in October 1953, and particularly in the previous year and states what the Government propose to do in the near future during the period of the Second Five Year Plan. Sir, I am fully alive and conscious of the several handicaps and
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difficulties of the Government. I am also alive to the prevailing circumstances at the present time. I am also conscious of the vastness and complexity of the problems facing Government, and with the full responsibility that I owe to this House and the people at large I wish to make a few observations.

Sir, I do not wish to waste the precious time of the House by referring seriatum to the several subjects dealt with in the address. I only wish to confine myself to the programme and policy of the Government and the administration in general.

Sir, judged by the standard which you people (addressing the Treasury Benches have set before yourselves, judged by the several promises which you people made in your speeches to the electorate and in your election manifesto and judged by the socialistic pattern of society which you people have set before yourselves judging most liberally and very leniently I am constrained to observe that your performance is very poor, if not miserable, and all your performance pale into insignificance viewed in the light of all the extravagant promises which you have made to the electorate.

THE HON DR. B. GOPALA REDDI:— You address the Chair, speak in the third person; otherwise 'you' will mean the Speaker. (Laughter)

MR. SPEAKER:—Please carry on.

SRI. B. V. SUBBA REEDI:—Sir, I ask the Government: What have you done to improve the lot of the common man? As I have just now stated, your ultimate goal is the establishment of a socialistic pattern of society. But you have not so far defined what it means. One leader defines it in one way, another leader defines it in another way; and each leader defines it in his own way and according to his own convenience.
While one leader would have it as reducing the gulf between the lowest income man and the highest income man, another leader would have it as increasing the standard of living of the common man. Whatever that may be, Sir, the common man in the street feels that with the advent of the socialistic pattern of society he is going to live free from want and suffering, in a state in which he can keep his body and soul together. Sir, I ask, what is it the Government have actually done to improve the lot of the common man economically? Sir, while it is true that that the Government have laid a road here and a road there, constructed a school building here and dug a well there, I am sorry to say that what they have done is very poor. While it is true that they have spent vast sums of money for improving towns and cities—perhaps to impress the foreign tourists who frequently visit these places, what is it they have done to improve villages? You go to the villages, and what is the spectacle you see there? Squalor, wretchedness, misery, disease and hunger. These are still, widespread and rampant and are eating into the very vitals of the human beings there. Sir, while what has been done is practically precious little and negligible, the common man is not able to feel the difference between the previous British Government and the present Government. Sir, you have only to visit the village to be convinced of what I am saying here to-day.

Now, Sir, I go to the subject of administration in general. I hope I am not far wrong if I say that the Britisher bequeathed to us a sound and efficient administration, if not anything else. But to-day you see a feeling of laxity, a feeling of looseness has crept into the system of administration and the evils of corruption, nepotism and leakage of public funds in public works—all these still prevail and are on the increase. I am sorry to say that the condition is not much
better now than what it was prevailing during the British regime. While it is true that Man has made vast strides in conquering Nature, particularly in inventing destructive weapons which will devastate and extinguish humanity in the twinkling of an eye, still any student of human nature can easily see that there is now degeneration, deterioration and degradation common in every walk of life. Sir, while we may be feeling proud for having abolished exploitation by zamindars and princes, you have let loose on society an army of parasites who are to-day exploiting people in all ways and that too unconsciously and unknowingly. Sir, I am not referring to one particular class. There are hundreds and millions of people in all the parties, and that is the state to which we have been reduced at the present time.

Sir, while there might be many reasons for this state of affairs, mainly the blame rests on the Government which is torn asunder with groups and rival parties for power. It is true that ever since the dawn of humanitv, power, wealth and glory have been the ambition of every human being. But, at least in the past people had some regard for the means to achieve these ends, whereas today people have absolutely no regard for the means and they want to achieve these ends at any cost by foul or fair methods. Sir, if we are not alive to all these realities, I am afraid that the gathering storm and catastrophe towards which we seem to be moving, will certainly overtake us much sooner than we expect and inspite of all the Herculean efforts of leaders like Pandit Nehru it cannot be avoided.

Lastly, Sir, I would only refer to a few of the items to which a number of hon. Members have given expression. As Mr. T. Ramachandra Reddi said yesterday, I must congratulate him for his plain speaking, so far as land reforms are concerned, I feel we should not bypass it. It is
better they are decided soon one way or the other. So far as the administration of district boards and the special officers' regime are concerned, it is a very sad commentary and the least said about it the better.

And so far as the taxation measures are concerned, they are causing very severe headache to everybody and particularly to the agriculturist. I would only advise the Government to devise some permanent measure of taxation and be done with it at least for some years to come. Sir, I might tell the Government that this kind of dilly-dallying and shilly-shallying way of doing things does no fair to the Government nor good to the people at large. Sir, Government should rise to great heights both intellectually and morally and act boldly and fearlessly. I hope, very piously hope, that in the new state of things which we are going to get, we will have certainly a Government which can act boldly and fearlessly and do something to improve the lot of the common man. Thank you Sir.

SRI K. V. RAMANAYYA NAIDU:— Mr. Speaker, Sir, I am glad to support the motion moved by Sri K. V. Vema Reddi thanking the Governor for the address given by him. Though he is considered to be a titular head, still I am glad he has taken real and keen interest in every branch of administration of this State. And I think our Government and our Ministers must feel thankful to him for what he has done and what he is trying to do. The Governor was pleased to mention very clearly what has been achieved by this Government after the attainment of a separate State. He has also envisaged what is likely to be done in the very near future. Even though he has mentioned certain important things, my feeling is that it does not go far enough. There are many things which have been omitted to which I would like to make a reference.
Now, certain new railway lines are going to be taken up in our State and no specific mention is made about this in the Governor's address. With reference to Krishna district in particular, it is proposed, as has already been announced by the General Manager of the South Indian Railway and the Superintendent at Bezwada, to extend the mixed gauge up to Gudivada. I know, Sir, that our Government has recommended to the Railway Board and to the Central Government that the mixed gauge should be between Guntur and Masulipatam and we thought that it would be taken up as a single unit. But now, we find that it is not going to be taken up as a single unit for the time being and that the mixed gauge will be only up to Gudivada. My point is this. Krishna district is considered to be one of the granary districts of our State, if not of the whole of India. Because of this particular difficulty of metre-gauge, the ryots of Krishna district have been suffering all these years. Their produce has to be exported to outside districts and to other States. In particular, most of the surplus paddy and rice of Krishna is being exported to Malabar which is on the broad gauge. The people and especially merchants are anxious to export their produce to Malabar. But the railway line connecting Krishna district with the main line is of metre gauge. So merchants find it very difficult and costly to purchase their requirements from rice centres on the metre gauge. For this reason they always prefer to purchase their stocks from Tenali, Vijayawada or Tadepalligudem in West Godavari district, because if paddy is purchased at Gudivada or Gudlavalleru or Masulipatam, they have to tranship it at Tadepalli into broad gauge and this transhipment entails great trouble, wastage of material, leakages and pilferages. In order to avoid all these difficulties, the merchants prefer to confine their purchases at places on the broad gauge only.
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There is another reason also. In two months' time the Telangana area is going to be merged with our State and our State then would be one of the big States, if not the biggest. Telangana area also is a deficit area and the surplus produce in Krishna district has to be taken to Hyderabad. When the Nizam was in power, he was entitled under a treaty with the British Government to have goods delivered at Masulipatam port free of excise duties and he tried his level best to secure the port of Masulipatam for himself, to facilitate import of goods from foreign countries to Hyderabad direct. He fought the matter out even up to the parliament of England and the English Government did not yield. Then he asked for a corridor or at least for a separate broad gauge railway line up to Masulipatam. That was also denied by the British Government. Now, Hyderabad and Andhra are going to be one State and we will have plenty of mineral resources and they will have to be exported to foreign countries only through the port of Masulipatam which is the nearest port to Hyderabad. Therefore, for these reasons if the line from Masulipatam to Bezwada is not converted into a mixed gauge, there will continue this difficulty of transhipment which would involve additional expenditure and labour. I know that our Government has suggested to the Union Government that there should be a mixed gauge between Guntur and Masulipatam. But that is not going to be done now. This morning I had a discussion with the Planning Minister, Sri Kala Venkata Rao, and he told me that the question of mixed gauge between Guntur and Masulipatam is not given up. The line between Gudivada and Bhimavaram is going to be converted into broad gauge. That being the case, I do not know why the line up to Masulipatam, which is the district head-quarters, should not be converted into broad gauge. Of the two important minor ports of Andhra, Masulipatam is one, the other being Kakinada and there is no scope for the development of Masulipatam port
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if the railway line is not converted into broad guage. Also Masulipatam port is very convenient for Rayalaseema people and it is going to be of greater use to the present Hyderabad area. Taking all these into consideration, I feel it is the duty of our Government to see that the mixed guage is extended up to Masulipatam. Otherwise, if we want to go to Hyderabad, we will have to get down at Gudivada or Bezwada and get into another train and that would involve lot of inconvenience to the people. So I request the Government, and particularly the Hon. Chief Minister, to take up the matter with the Government of India and see that the mixed guage is extended right up to Masulipatam port. This will also improve the port and facilitate export of the mineral wealth of Hyderabad.

Then, Sir, Masulipatam is also the headquarters of Krishna district. The district headquarters hospital is in a dilapidated and antediluvian state. It has been there for the last 400 years and every year the P. W. D. authorities repair it but they could not stop the leakage. Whenever there is rain, there is leakage and patients are shifted from place to place. I think the Hon. Chief Minister is also fully aware of the condition of this hospital. Inspite of its being a headquarters hospital, it has been neglected. Even though provision is made in the budget for the improvement of other district headquarters hospitals, this hospital has not figured prominently in their view. I hope that in the Second Five-Year Plan out of the amount allotted for hospitals, a major portion of it would be utilized for this hospital. Through private contributions and donations, we have been able to raise about Rs. 8.0 lakhs and with it we have constructed a maternity ward, an operation theatre and one blood bank, all at a cost of Rs. 3.0 lakhs. I request that improvements should be done as early as possible.
Sri K. V. Ramanayya Naidu:—

It is also mentioned that so many irrigation schemes have been taken up. We are glad for it. But the point is, most of us may not survive to see these irrigation schemes. Whatever it is, apart from the irrigation sources, the drainage sources are completely neglected in the Krishna district. There are certain drainage channels which have never been repaired for the last 40 years. If irrigation sources are not improved, what earthly use is it to the ryot. When he is able to take the produce in December or February, if monsoons breakout or there are heavy rains, all his produce is wasted or the land is submerged. Therefore I request the Government to direct the P. W. D. authorities to repair drainage channels also. The P. W. D. subordinates are very callous and the way they carry on the administration is certainly deplorable; they are like archakas not giving the boon even though God gives it. I request the Government to improve the drainage channels also along with new irrigation sources.

All our Ministers, the Chief Minister, the Revenue Minister, the Planning Minister and the Public Work Minister, were all pleased to come and visit the flood affected areas and see what havoc has been wrought in the Krishna District. The loss is estimated to be about Rs. 2.0 crores. I would once again request the Government to take early steps to see that what is given by one hand is not taken away by the other hand on account of intervention nature of the P. W. D. subordinates.

SRI R. JAGANNADHAM:
Sri R. Jagannadham:—

11th August 1956

[Discussion on the Governor's Address]

Reservoirs should be provided. The cost of water should be increased. The District Board Road should be improved. The special officer should be appointed.
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Sri B. Rama Reddy:—


Sri N. GOVINDARAJULU:—


DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

Sri N. Govindarajulu:

The subscriber desires to address the distinguished members of this august assembly. On the 23rd day of the month of May, the Governor's address was delivered in this assembly. The address began with a reference to the year 1856 being a significant year in the history of the state. The Governor stated that the population of the state had increased significantly since then.

The state's infrastructure had also improved, with new roads and bridges being constructed. The Governor highlighted the importance of education and announced that a new university was being established in the state. The Governor also discussed the state's economy, stating that it had grown significantly in recent years.

The Governor concluded his address by expressing his hope that the state would continue to develop and thrive in the future. He thanked the members of the assembly for their support and dedication to the state.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

11th August 1956]

Sri N. Govindarajulu:—

As usual the address by the Governor is excellent. The Governor has stressed the need for
improvement in the working of government departments. The Governor has also
recommended direct recruitment of labour.

Sri E. NAGAYYA:—

In my view, the Governor's views need to be implemented. The Government should
undertake any repairs and improvements. The Government should also provide
employment exchange offices in various areas.

The labour unions need to be strengthened. Contractors should combine and contract
labour union contracts. Labour unions need to be strengthened.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR’S ADDRESS

11th August 1956

Sri B. RAMA REDDI:

...
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

11th August 1956

Sri. B. RAMA REDDI:

THE HON. DR. B. GOPALA REDDI:

Sri. B. RAMAREDDI:
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS.

[11th August 1956]

Sri B. Rama Reddi:—

Sri. P. VENKATARAVANAPPA :—
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR’S ADDRESS

11th August 1956]

[Sri P. Venkatravanappa:—]…

Mr. SPEAKER:—The House will now rise for lunch and meet again at 2-30 p.m.

After lunch—2-30 p.m.

Sri B. RATNASABHPATHY

…
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

Sri B. Ratnasabhapathy Setty:— [11th August 1956

...
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR’S ADDRESS

11th August 1956] [Sri B. Ratnasabhapathy:—

...
SRI P. BASI REDDI: Mr. Speaker, Sir, the Governor's Address gives quite an imposing list of the achievements of the Government since the formation of this State. They are really substantial achievements of which the Government could well feel proud. I am however concerned for the time being with the achievements of the Government in the backward areas of the State, especially the famine-striken area of Rayalaseema. I express my gratitude on behalf of Rayalaseema for all what the Government has done for the betterment of this area. During the last one hundred years of the British regime, nothing like a developmental work has been done in this unfortunate part of the State. But since the advent of the Congress regime, especially after the formation of Andhra State, we have been seeing all round development in this area. We have now got a university of our own, an Engineering College, a training college and we are likely to get a medical college; we are told we are getting a polytechnique too; and the four districts of Rayalaseema can now boast of an arts college; several high schools have been started in this area after the advent of the Congress regime and a much larger number of elementary schools have also been opened. Of course, there is still great need for more high schools in the area. I understand the Government has only made a provision for 30 schools or so for the entire State during the second Five-Year Plan. I submit that this is quite inadequate and 30 Schools would not be sufficient even for Rayalaseema. I therefore urge that a much larger number of high schools may be provided in the Second Five-Year Plan.
In regard to communications also, appreciable progress has been registered. A number of causeways have been constructed on all the important roads in Rayalaseema area and some bridges also have been constructed, most important of them being the bridge over Pennar near Chennur. It is being constructed at a cost of Rs. 25.0 lakhs and it is gratifying to note that it will be completed are long. By and large the condition of the roads also has been improved appreciably. I understand that the allotments made for the maintenance of roads during the current year is very inadequate and I am afraid, if that is correct, the condition of the roads may suffer serious deterioration. I therefore urge upon the Government to find out ways and means to make increased provision for maintenance of the roads. Of course, the condition of the district board roads is as bad as ever, if not worse. The present hopeless financial position of the district boards cannot make it possible for them to improve the roads. There are still some important roads under the control of the district boards, Of course, the Government are gradually taking over these roads to highways, but I am afraid the pace of this process is rather tardy. I appeal to the Government that these important roads should be taken over by the Highways Department in the quickest possible time. The argument of financial difficulty may be advanced by the Government and that plea has become ubiquitous nowadays. My answer is, the taxes have been multiplied at a very fast rate and they can multiply a little more to meet the needs such as the present.

Then, Sir, what is most gratifying, so far as the Rayalaseema area is concerned, is the execution of irrigation projects in the frequently famine stricken area of Rayalaseema. The most important project, so far as this...
area is concerned is the Tungabhadra High Level Canal. It runs entirely through the worst famine areas of Rayalaseema and it is likely to be taken up on hand very soon. Several medium size projects have also been executed in that area. There is also the widening of the K. C. Canal. And all these projects cover a major portion of the famine area of Rayalaseema and they are likely to irrigate about 5 lakhs of acres and eliminate famine from a considerable area.

The Government have been resorting to increased taxation measures. Of course, nobody can dispute the need for these measures in view of the Five-Year Plan. But the Government should create a proper atmosphere for reception of these taxation measures. They should first try to eliminate the inequalities in the taxation measures. I refer to one glaring inequality, i.e. water tax on lands under river channels and spring channels. I have been referring to this subject as often as I had occasion to speak in this House. But the Government do not seem to have moved in this matter. The one correct step so far they have taken in this direction is the land revenue standardisation proposal that is likely to come before this House very soon. But even under this proposal, water tax on lands under river channels does not seem to have been touched at all. Of course they have made an exemption in favour of lands under river channels so far as the enhanced land revenue is concerned. I submit, Sir, it is not enough. The Government should do away with the tax completely and then place all the lands covered by this tax under the appropriate class of lands for being dealt with under the enhanced land revenue proposal. I thank you, Sir, for having given me this opportunity.
DISCUSSION ON GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

11th August 1956

[Sri. C. Subbarayudu:—

..
DISCUSSION ON GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

Sri. C. Subbarayudu:—[11th August 1956]

...
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

11th August 1956

Sri C. RAMASWAMI REDDI:—

Planning and Local Development works have been the order of the day. Planing circulars have been issued, and the Local Development works have been carried out. Planning circulars have been issued, and the Local Development works have been carried out.

Village level workers are Social Education Organizers, who have been trained as officers. They are educated enough to handle the work. The education qualification of the Village local workers is Intermediate or S.S.L.C. In addition, they have been trained as Social Education Organizers, who have been trained as officers. They are educated enough to handle the work.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

11th August 1956

Sri C. Ramaswamy Reddy:—

At this stage of discretionary power, D. E. O. is likely to be used very infrequently. It should be noted that Headmaster is the only person at D. E. O. level to whom Headmaster's discretion is reserved.

Sri C. Ramaswamy Reddy:—

This sudden increase of Veterinary college estimates is a matter of concern. It is surprising and sudden. It is a matter of concern. Veterinary college is due for a sudden increase in its budget. Veterinary college is due for a sudden increase in its budget.

Mr. SPEAKER:—You will have another chance to speak on that. We will have a separate debate on it.

Sri. C. RAMASWAMI REDDI:—

Sir T. GOPALAKRISHNA GUPTA:—

Sri T. GOPALAKRISHNA GUPTA:—
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR’S ADDRESS

11th August 1956

[Sri T. Gopalakrishna Gupta:—

The Governor, in his Address, has highlighted the importance of education and infrastructure development. He has emphasized the need for the government to focus on rural development, especially for categories like M.C.I. and M.C.G. For the rural areas of Sub Division 3 of 1946, the Governor has stressed on the Community Projects. He has mentioned that the Minor Irrigation Projects would not only help in providing employment to the local youth but also contribute to the overall development of the region. The Governor has also stressed on the need for better infrastructure to facilitate the growth of industries and trade. The Governor has appreciated the efforts of the government in providing facilities like local roads, water supplies, and educational institutions. He has also emphasized the need for the government to work towards the welfare of the rural poor. The Governor has concluded by assuring the people of the government’s commitment to their welfare and development.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

Sri T. Gopalakrishna Gupta:— [11th August 1956]

In the Rural Supply Scheme, there is an Intensive Water Rural Supply Scheme. Moreover, the 1st Intensive Water Supply Scheme has been adopted. The 3rd Intensive Water Supply Scheme has also been adopted. Intensive Water Supply Scheme 3rd.

Electric Thermal Station

The Electric Thermal Station is adopted. The Poly-technic School is also adopted. The Poly-technic Institution is also adopted.

The abolition of estate forest lines is abolished.

The boundaries are also abolished. The port folio is also abolished. The 3rd estate forest lines are abolished. The 3rd estate forest lines are abolished.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

11th August 1956]  
[Sri. T. Gopalakrishna Gupta:—

and co-operative institutions and controlled commodities
Building Societies have been established. The results
are encouraging and will be continued.

SRI SHAIK MAHAMMAD RAHAMATHULLAH:—

The Anti-Malaria scheme has been launched in
1948 and has covered 3,890
areas. The proportion of malaria has dropped.

Pumping Irrigation has been started. The
areas will be expanded. Rationing has
been introduced.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

Sri Shaik Mahammad Rahamthulla:—] [11th August 1956

...
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR’S ADDRESS

11th August 1956] [Sri Shaik Mahammad Rahamthulla:-

SRIM.BAPINEEDU:— కూడా, గణాధికారికి సంచాలన కోరి సంచాలన కోరి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి సంచాలన కోరి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి

SRI M. BAPINEEDU:— అలాంటి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి నాయకుడు యొక్క ప్రతి

Revolutionary reforms have been made in the administration. Revenue Inspectors, Tahsildars, have been replaced by I.A.S. officers. This has reduced corruption in the government.

I.A.S. officers have been appointed to the Secretariat. This has improved the disposal of files.

Revenue facilities have been improved. The government has taken steps to ensure better irrigation facilities.

In conclusion, the government has taken steps to improve the administration and ensure better disposal of files.

I.A.S. officers have been appointed to the Secretariat. This has improved the disposal of files.

Revenue facilities have been improved. The government has taken steps to ensure better irrigation facilities.

In conclusion, the government has taken steps to improve the administration and ensure better disposal of files.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

Sri M. Bapineedu.— ] [11th August 1956

...
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

11th August 1956

[Sri A. Bapineedu

మార్చు కమ్మిడి సంచారం సంపాదన సార్లమార్య అవకాశం. దేవులు
కేసు కాయలను సంచారం సార్లమార్య అవకాశం. సమ్పూర్ణ పరిపాలన, parents మురుగా మా సంచారం అవకాశం. 350 అంటెలతో
నాటికి ఉన్న సంచారం సార్లమార్య అవకాశం. 285 అంటెలతో నాటికి ఉన్న
తమాటి సమయం సంచారం అవకాశం అవకాశం. భిత్తు సంచారం అవకాశం అవకాశం.

భావిత్వ కమ్మిడి అనుమతి యొక్క ప్రదేశం. దేవులు కేసు సమాధానం
లనుండి సంచారం సార్లమార్య అవకాశం. ఉడి సంచారం సార్లమార్య అవకాశం.
తమాటి సమయం సంచారం అవకాశం అవకాశం. భిత్తు సంచారం అవకాశం అవకాశం.

Sri PILLALAMARRI VENKATESWARLU:- సంచారం సార్లమార్య అవకాశం. భిత్తు సంచారం అవకాశం అవకాశం. భిత్తు సంచారం అవకాశం అవకాశం. భిత్తు సంచారం అవకాశం అవకాశం.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

Sri Pillalamarri Venkateswarlu] [11th August 1956

...real picture...educative value...reservations...capital...facts...

SRI D. KONDIAH CHOWDARY:- attack...(facts...capital)...facts...

SRI PILLALAMARRI VENKATESWARLU:- There are facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...facts...fa...
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

11th August 1956] [Sri Pillamarri Venkatesvarlu

The Honourable Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI: - Type mistake

Sri PILLALARARI VENKATESWARLU:— And the coffer Dam on the Andhra side has been completed.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

Sri Pillalamarri Venkateswarlu [11th August 1956

ప్రత్యేకంగా నాటి మనుష్యారుకు నిదానం దానిని అందించడం. హేతు సంచాలనానికి కనుక పిండి నిదానం ఆరంభించడానికి. వాస్తవానికి అంటే ప్రత్యేకంగా నాటి మనుష్యారు దక్షిణ భారతదేశంలో అనేక ప్రపంచ మానవత్వం సంసారంలో ఆధ్వర్యం చేసింది. ఆధ్వర్యం చేసిన పద్ధతి నాటి మనుష్యారు దక్షిణ భారతదేశంలో అనేక ప్రపంచ మానవత్వం సంసారంలో ఆధ్వర్యం చేసింది. 

పరిస్థితిపు ప్రత్యేకంగా నాటి మనుష్యారు దక్షిణ భారతదేశంలో అనేక ప్రపంచ మానవత్వం సంసారంలో ఆధ్వర్యం చేసింది. పరిస్థితిపు ప్రత్యేకంగా నాటి మనుష్యారు దక్షిణ భారతదేశంలో అనేక ప్రపంచ మానవత్వం సంసారంలో ఆధ్వర్యం చేసింది. 

పరిస్థితిపు ప్రత్యేకంగా నాటి మనుష్యారు దక్షిణ భారతదేశంలో అనేక ప్రపంచ మానవత్వం సంసారంలో ఆధ్వర్యం చేసింది. 

పరిస్థితిపు ప్రత్యేకంగా నాటి మనుష్యారు దక్షిణ భారతదేశంలో అనేక ప్రపంచ మానవత్వం సంసారంలో ఆధ్వర్యం చేసింది. 

పరిస్థితిపు ప్రత్యేకంగా నాటి మనుష్యారు దక్షిణ భారతదేశంలో అనేక ప్రపంచ మానవత్వం సంసారంలో ఆధ్వర్యం చేసింది.

ోసంసారం గా ఉన్న పరిస్థితి. బుద్ధుతు ప్రత్యేకంగా నిదానం మాత్రమే. పరిస్థితిపు ప్రత్యేకంగా నాటి మనుష్యారు దక్షిణ భారతదేశంలో అనేక ప్రపంచ మానవత్వం సంసారంలో ఆధ్వర్యం చేసింది. Population అంతంటే పిండి నిదానం కొంత సందర్భంగా మనుశ్యారు దక్షిణ భారతదేశంలో అనేక ప్రపంచ మానవత్వం సంసారంలో ఆధ్వర్యం చేసింది.
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In the Governor's Address, the following points were highlighted:

- Population: The population has increased from 181,432 persons to 181,432 persons.
- Double: The population has doubled.
- Income Tax: The Income Tax has increased from 21% to 27%.

The Eastern Economist, Vol. 27, No. 27, pp. 116-126.

The Governor explained that the population has increased due to various reasons, including economic growth and improved living conditions.

The population has doubled since the last address, and the Income Tax has increased significantly.

In conclusion, the Governor emphasized the importance of continued economic development to further improve the living conditions of the people.

[End of Discussion]
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పిలాలామార్రి వెంకటేశ్వరం తెలుగు లో ప్రచురం చేసాడు. దృశ్యాన్ని ఎంచుకపోవడానికి సిద్ధంగా చేసింది. పిలాలామార్రి వెంకటేశ్వరం అంటే జనవిశ్వాసానికి సాధ్యంగా చేసింది. Primary Education లో సుమారు 22 ఎకరాలు General source of revenue కు వచ్చింది. సిద్ధంగా General source of revenue కు 70 ఎకరాలు primary education కు వచ్చింది. ఎందరో గణాంకాల స్వాభావికంగా సమర్థం ఉందని ప్రపంచంలోని ప్రధాన విద్యా సంస్థలలో ఉంది. 25 ఎకరాలు 48 ఎకరాలు ఆధారంగా జనవిశ్వాసం ఉంది. ఎందరో 250 ఎకరాలు ఆధారంగా ప్రధాన విద్యా సంస్థలలో ఉంది.

The Hon. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI :— Finance సంఖ్య అనుభవానికి యొక్క recommend విషయం వేసి ప్రధాన విద్యా సంస్థలలో ఉంది.

Sri PILLALAMARRI VENKATESWARLU:- ఎన్నిక విధానాల సంఖ్య జనవిశ్వాసం ఉంది. కొండాన బాధా వైఖరితులు అద్భుతంగా సంఘరషం చేసింది. financial resources లో సుమారు 20 ఎకరాలు కైకార్యం చేసింది. సిద్ధంగా deficit లో సుమారు 30 ఎకరాలు కైకార్యం చేసింది. President Order లో సుమారు 10 ఎకరాలు కైకార్యం చేసింది. సరైనా జాతీయ సంస్థలలో ఉంది. పతనానికి సాధారణంగా ప్రతి సంస్థ అధికారికంగా అంశం వేయడానికి సాధారణంగా ఉంది. deficit లో సాధారణంగా జనవిశ్వాసం ఉంది. budget లో సాధారణంగా taxation ప్రయోగానికి ఉంది. deficit లో 75 ఎకరాలు ఉంది. deficit లో 25 ఎకరాలు ఉంది. deficit లో 150 ఎకరాలు ఉంది. ఇతరులు లో 500 ఎకరాలు ఉంది. ప్రతి సంస్థ సాధారణంగా deficit లో ఉంది. deficit లో వేయాలేదు. Deficit లో 500 ఎకరాలు ఉంది. ఇతరులు లో 500 ఎకరాలు ఉంది. deficit లో వేయాలేదు. Deficit లో 500 ఎకరాలు ఉంది.
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The Vice-Chancellor of the University of Hyderabad has called a meeting to discuss the government's address. The government has proposed to introduce a Sales tax in the state. The tax rate will be 25%. The government will allocate 25% of the General resources of revenue for Primary Education. The allocation of Union excise duties will be 17 items. The excise duty on sugar will be 10%. The excise duty on Spirit will be 21%. The government has allocated grants for education, health, and other sectors. The government has proposed to divide the excise duties among the states. The government has proposed to allocate grants for the backward regions of the economy. The government has proposed to allocate grants for the population of Backwardness in economy. The government has proposed to allocate grants for the development of agriculture. The government has proposed to allocate grants for the development of handicrafts. The government has proposed to allocate grants for the development of small industries. The government has proposed to allocate grants for the development of cottage industries. The government has proposed to allocate grants for the development of mining and quarrying. The government has proposed to allocate grants for the development of fisheries. The government has proposed to allocate grants for the development of forestry. The government has proposed to allocate grants for the development of tourism. The government has proposed to allocate grants for the development of irrigation. The government has proposed to allocate grants for the development of power. The government has proposed to allocate grants for the development of education. The government has proposed to allocate grants for the development of health. The government has proposed to allocate grants for the development of housing. The government has proposed to allocate grants for the development of water supply and sanitation.
Sri Pillalamarri Venkateswarlu] [11th August 1958
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Mica, iron, copper, etc., are essential for the trade. A 1/3 owner of mica, iron, copper, etc., from 1/3 to 1/3 of the owners. Mica magnets, iron, copper, etc., from 1/3 to 1/3 of the owners. Mismanagement is a problem. Overload is a problem.

Bus transport is another problem. Nationalise the bus transport. Seat is 42 1/2. Overload is a problem.
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తెలుగు సాంస్కృతిక ప్రభావాన్ని కోరవడానికి సంప్రదాయం లేదా ప్రత్యేక అంశ పరిస్థితిలో ప్రభావం అవసరం ఉంది. అందుకే, మేము ఇది రాష్ట్రం లోని ప్రతి సాంస్కృతిక ప్రభావం పంచే పరిస్థితిలో ప్రత్యేకంగా పరిశుధ్ధం ఉంది. మేము ఇక్కడ సంస్కృతి నుండి అంశానికి పరిస్థితిలో ప్రతిస్థాపించాలని చేసుకోవచ్చు. ఇది రాష్ట్రం లోని సంస్కృతి ప్రతిస్థాపన పరిస్థితిలో ప్రతిస్థాపించాలని చేసుకోవచ్చు.

ధారకను లాభ పరిస్థితి లేదా లాభం పంచినికి సంప్రదాయాలు ఎందుకంటే శుంటాం? ప్రతి కోట్లు లాభ పరిస్థితిలో ప్రతిస్థాపించాలని చేసుకోవచ్చు. ఇది రాష్ట్రం లోని లాభం పరిస్థితిలో ప్రతిస్థాపించాలని చేసుకోవచ్చు.

మేము ఇక్కడ సంస్కృతి నుండి అంశానికి పరిస్థితిలో పరిశుధ్ధం ఉంది. మేము ఇక్కడ సంస్కృతి నుండి అంశానికి పరిస్థితిలో పరిశుధ్ధం ఉంది. మేము ఇక్కడ సంస్కృతి నుండి అంశానికి పరిస్థితిలో పరిశుధ్ధం ఉంది.
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Education విద్యనిమిత్తగా కాలుపందగా ప్రాంగణం చేస్తుంది. మనం పౌర్ణమిక కళాశాల క్రమానికి
పతన తాగేటయొండు, entertainment tax మీద జరిగిన సమాచారము అంటే
ప్రత్యేకించడానికి మరియు మొదటి పతన తాగే బాధుల వల్ల
ఈ పాలన మినమైన ప్రదేశాలకు ఏశ్చర్యం. మనం ప్రత్యేకించడానికి
ఏంటి శక్తి కోసం మనం ప్రత్వం చేస్తుంది. మినమైన పతన తాగే
పదార్థ ప్రదేశాల లో చేస్తుంది. మరియు మొదటి పతన తాగే నియమానికి
ఏంటి పాలనం చేస్తుంది. మనం ప్రత్వం చేస్తుంది.
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III form குழந்தைகளின் வளர்ச்சி பாதுகாப்பு அனுப்பு. இதனை ஆண்டு சுருக்கம் செய்துள்ளன. மேலும் education institutions வளர்க்கும் பட்டியல் III from குழந்தைகளின் முதல் பட்டியல் உள்ளதான. 7,9 வரைபட்டும் குழந்தைகள் வளர்ச்சிக்கும் பாதுகாப்பு செய்யப்படுகிறது. “இருவரிடையே மாணவர் மாணவுரையின் வளர்ச்சி வலிக்கப் பதிலர்.” இதை விளக்கும், குழந்தைகள் வளர்ச்சிக்கு பதிலைகளையும் நூறு வருடம் வரை முதல் பட்டியல் உள்ளதாக இருந்தது. ஆனால் 1st form முதல் IIInd form, மேலும் IIIrd form வளர்ச்சி பாதுகாப்பு கொண்டுவந்த பதிலைகள் நூறு வருடம் வரை முதல் பட்டியல் உள்ளதாக இருந்ததாக இருந்தது.

எளிய எண்ணிக்கையான Elementary School Teachers களுக்கு வளர்ச்சி வலிக்கப் பதிலர் பதிவு செய்யும் பட்டியல் உள்ளதாய் ஏற்றச்சிகள் தேவைக்காகவும். தேவையான இது அளவில். D.E.O கள் அளவில் இளைய பள்ளிகள் பதிவுகளின் விளைவு மற்றும் அது விளைவைப் பாதுகாப்பு நோக்கில் செய்யப்படும். 20, 30 வரை 30 வரை நோக்கில் செய்யப்படும்.

முதலில் அளவிகளைப் பாதுகாப்பு மற்றும் விளைவு நோக்கில் 30 வரை 50 வரை விளைவு நோக்கில் செய்யப்படும். 20 வரை 25 வரை 25 வரை விளைவு நோக்கில் 25 வரை விளைவு நோக்கில் செய்யப்படும். 40, 45 வரை விளைவு நோக்கில் 80 வரை (சிறுக்கு 80 வரை) விளைவு நோக்கில் செய்யப்படும். ஆனால் 30 வரை 30 வரை retrench செய்யப்படும் விளைவு நோக்கில் செய்யப்படும். 20 வரை 25 வரை retrench செய்யப்படும் விளைவு நோக்கில் செய்யப்படும். 20 வரை 25 வரை budget நோக்கில் செய்யப்படும். முதலில் அளவிகளைப் பாதுகாப்பு மற்றும் விளைவு நோக்கில் 9,500 மற்றுமே அதை விளைவு retrench וநோக்கில் செய்யப்படும். 30 வரை 30 வரை விளைவு நோக்கில் retrench செய்யப்படும். 30 வரை 30 வரை விளைவு நோக்கில் retrench செய்யப்படும். போட்டியான Second Five Year Plan இல் இடைநிலை நிறுவன விளைவு நோக்கில் 30 வரை 30 வரை விளைவு நோக்கில் retrench செய்யப்படும். முதலில் அளவிகளைப் பாதுகாப்பு மற்றும் விளைவு
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(Sri D. KONDAYYA CHOWDARY:—

Sri Pillalamarri Venkateswarlu:—

(At this stage Mr. Deputy Speaker occupied the chair)
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Schools: Schools of Secondary grade qualifications are highly demanding. Secondary grade teachers are trained in Secondary grade schools. Higher grade teachers are trained in higher grade schools. The training of teachers in higher grade schools is very important. Teachers are trained in medical colleges. The training of staff in medical colleges is very important. Shift System in Technical Institutions and University Authorities is highly demanding. University Authorities are training in Highways. Highways Department is highly demanding. The training of staff in Highways Department is very important.
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11th August 1956] [Sri Pillalamarri Venkateswarlu

Committee సంస్థల అభివృద్ధి సంబంధంలో ప్రామాణిక సంశోధన పనులు చేయడానికి సంస్థల సంఖ్యను ఉపయోగిస్తారు. అయితే విద్యా పరిశోధనలు మరియు సంస్థల్లో ఉపయోగిస్తున్న విద్యా పరిశోధనలు ప్రతిపాదితమవలంగా ఉండాలి. సంస్థల సంఖ్యను పరిమితం చేయడానికి సంస్థల సంఖ్యను ఉపయోగిస్తారు. అయితే సంస్థల సంఖ్యను పరిమితం చేయడానికి సంస్థల సంఖ్యను ఉపయోగిస్తారు. అయితే సంస్థల సంఖ్యను పరిమితం చేయడానికి సంస్థల సంఖ్యను ఉపయోగిస్తారు. అయితే సంస్థల సంఖ్యను పరిమితం చేయడానికి సంస్థల సంఖ్యను ఉపయోగిస్తారు. 

Deputy Panchayat Officer చందన బండ్లు ఉపయోగిస్తారు. అది సేవలు సంబంధంలో సంశోధన పనులు చేయడానికి సేవలు సంబంధంలో ప్రతిపాదితమవలంగా ఉండాలి. పంచయత సంఖ్యను పరిమితం చేయడానికి పంచయత సంఖ్యను ఉపయోగిస్తారు. అయితే సంశోధన పనులు చేయడానికి పంచయత సంఖ్యను ఉపయోగిస్తారు. 

The Hon. Sri A.B. NAGESWARA RAO:— కాడు సంచిలో secret ballot సమీ, కాడు అంబత్తే. సంచిలో విషయాల సమయంలో secret ballot సమీ చేసిన సమయం లేదు.

Sri PILLALAMARRI VENKATESWARLU:— సంచిలో secret ballot సమీ, కాడు అంబత్తే. సంచిలో విషయాల సమయంలో secret ballot సమీ నిర్ధారించిన సమయం లేదు.
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11th August 1956] [Sri Pillalamarri Venkateswarlu

THE HON. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:—

SRI PILLALAMARRI VENKATESWARLU:—

THE HON. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:—

SRI PILLALAMARRI VENKATESWARLU:—
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

Sri Pillalamarri Venkateswarlu] [11th August 1956

శివాంతం జాతిస్థాన యొక్క మార్గం ఎంతో మనస్తుందును మేలు సుందర్పు కీలింగ్ సమాచారు తొలి 2 నుంచి 5 వరకు అతి సిద్ధం చేయడం ఇది సుందర్పు కీలింగ్ సమాచారు. Socialistic Pattern of Society రెండు షెడ్యూల్ కీలింగ్ ఆస్థలను స్నేహించడం. Socialistic Pattern of Society రెండు షెడ్యూల్ కీలింగ్ ఆస్థలను స్నేహించడం.

SRI P. RAJAGOPAL NAIDU :- సుందర్పు కీలింగ్ ఎలా జరిపించండి?

SRI PILLALAMARRI VENKATESWARLU :- ఎలాతో సుందర్పు కీలింగ్ ఎలా జరిపించండి?

SRI P. RAJAGOPAL NAIDU :- Ceiling కీలింగ్ ఎలా జరిపించండి?

SRI PILLALAMARRI VENKATESWARLU :- 20000 ఇదిసుందర్పు కీలింగ్ ఎలా జరిపించండి. శివాంతం జాతిస్థాన యొక్క మార్గం ఎంతో మనస్తుందును మేలు సుందర్పు కీలింగ్ సమాచారు తొలి 2 నుంచి 5 వరకు అతి సిద్ధం చేయడం ఇది సుందర్పు కీలింగ్ సమాచారు. Socialistic Pattern of Society రెండు షెడ్యూల్ కీలింగ్ ఆస్థలను స్నేహించడం. Socialistic Pattern of Society రెండు షెడ్యూల్ కీలింగ్ ఆస్థలను స్నేహించడం.

SRI P. RAJAGOPAL NAIDU :- Ceiling కీలింగ్ ఎలా జరిపించండి?

SRI PILLALAMARRI VENKATESWARLU :- 20000 ఇదిసుందర్పు కీలింగ్ ఎలా జరిపించండి. శివాంతం జాతిస్థాన యొక్క మార్గం ఎంతో మనస్తుందును మేలు సుందర్పు కీలింగ్ సమాచారు తొలి 2 నుంచి 5 వరకు అతి సిద్ధం చేయడం ఇది సుందర్పు కీలింగ్ సమాచారు. Socialistic Pattern of Society రెండు షెడ్యూల్ కీలింగ్ ఆస్థలను స్నేహించడం. Socialistic Pattern of Society రెండు షెడ్యూల్ కీలింగ్ ఆస్థలను స్నేహించడం.

Planning Commission మేలు సుందర్పు కీలింగ్ ఎలా జరిపించండి?
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

11th August 1956

THE Hon. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:—


Sri PILLALAMAMARRI VENKATESWARLU:—

Planning Commission Prohibition on certain ceiling amounts. Planning Commission has stopped certain ceiling amounts. Planning Commission has stopped certain ceiling amounts. Planning Commission has stopped certain ceiling amounts. Planning Commission has stopped certain ceiling amounts. Planning Commission has stopped certain ceiling amounts.

DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR’S ADDRESS

Sri Pillalamarri Venkateswarlu [11th August 1956]

‘పంతారు వాని చేసిన వారి’ తమందం పండ్రిప్పాలే. అంతే ప్రత్యేకంగా పన్నా వాని కాంతిలో అనుభవించిన. అంటే అరుణాత ఎంతగా మాణప్పాలేది. దీనికి అంతిమ ప్రత్యేకంగా పండ్రిప్పాలే. అంటే అంటే అరుణాత ఎంతగా మాణప్పాలేది. దీనికి అంతిమ ప్రత్యేకంగా పండ్రిప్పాలే.

Sri D. KONDAIAH CHOWDARY:— Written or otherwise అంటి అంటి.

Sri PILLALAMARRI VENKATESWARLU:— అంటి అంటి. జానా సిబ్బులు సామాన్యంగా అంటి అంటి. జానా సిబ్బులు సామాన్యంగా అంటి అంటి.

Agricultural Wages Act 1948 లో ఎదురగిల్లా పండ్రిప్పాలే. 6,7 నుండి 9 ఎకరాలు మంది 14 ఎకరాలు అంటి అంటి ప్రత్యేకంగా పండ్రిప్పాలే. ప్రత్యేకంగా పన్నా వాని కాంతిలో అనుభవించిన. అంటే అరుణాత ఎంతగా మాణప్పాలేది. అంటే అరుణాత ఎంతగా మాణప్పాలేది. అంటే అరుణాత ఎంతగా మాణప్పాలేది. అంటే అరుణాత ఎంతగా మాణప్పాలేది.

Agricultural Wages Act 1948 లో ఎదురగిల్లా పండ్రిప్పాలే. అంటి అంటి శ్రీమాతియుని సాయనన్హార్య సామాన్యంగా అంటి అంటి. అంటి అంటి శ్రీమాతియుని సాయనన్హార్య సామాన్యంగా అంటి అంటి.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR’S ADDRESS
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The Hon. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:—

At this stage Mr. Speaker resumed the Chair.

Policy matters and April 22nd budget speech mentioned. Supplementary demands mentioned in the morning and afternoon. The meeting adjourned at 12.00. Day and night the committee held discussions about the state languages issue in April 22nd budget speech. Budget speech talked about the state languages issue. The committee discussed about the state languages issue in the morning and afternoon. Day and night the committee held discussions about the state languages issue in April 22nd budget speech.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR’S ADDRESS

Dr. B. Gopala Reddi [11th August 1956]

In this address, the Governor highlighted the importance of fair prices, education, health, administration, and other crucial areas. He emphasized the need for effective policies and administrative actions to ensure the welfare of the common man. The Governor also discussed the implementation of national extension schemes, local development works, and primary education. This address emphasized the commitment to the well-being of the people and the importance of inclusive governance.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR’S ADDRESS

11th August 1956

[Dr. B. Gopala Reddi]
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

Dr. B. Gopala Reddi]  [11th August 1956

Every human individual is a problem. Every human individual is a problem. Irrigation is a vital feature of life in India. Irrigation is a vital feature of life in India. Every human individual is a problem. Irrigation is a vital feature of life in India.


Every human individual is a problem. Irrigation is a vital feature of life in India. Bird's eye view of the situation.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

11th August 1956] [Dr. B. Gopala Reddi

Administrators were tiring of a task. In this context, the Governor addressed the administrators on the need to "reform" the existing system. He pointed out the need for "rationalisation" of the Elementary School grants. The Governor noted that the"new" situation had forced the government to extend the Elementary School grants for another year. The government had decided to extend the grant for two years to the Elementary School grants.

The Governor also discussed the Budget figures of the Elementary School and Secondary School grants. He mentioned that the government had increased the grants for these schools. He further stated that the government had increased the grants for Irrigation. The government had also increased the grants for the Departmental Heads and schools. He mentioned that the government had increased the grants for teachers and people. The Budget figures for these grants were discussed in detail. The Governor concluded by stating that the government was committed to improving the education system.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

Dr. B. Gopala Reddi] [11th August 1956

bracket ఇది "సంఖ్యను సాగి జడంగా బట్టించినదని" ఎంచుకునే మాత్రమే సంఖ్యను సాగి జడంగా బట్టించినదని. భావం ఆసక్తి మరియున్నదని, అందువల్ల సంఖ్యను సాగి జడంగా బట్టించినదని. ఈసారాకు West Godavari స్టోరు పుణ్యం, ఎందుకు దీనినిరుత్తారు అవ Dispensary మార్గం. తరువాత ముందు మరియు ఇంకంగా patients మంగాలరు. ఈ register కొరకు doctor మరియు రీతి. వాటిపై dispnsary మార్గం. అవి దీని భాగాన్ని దీని సమాధానాన్ని ఇచ్చ లేనప్పుడు ఇది. ఇందుకు ప్యాసిట్రీ పెంచడానికి ప్రత్యేకం అనేది. మరియు lady doctors రాజం. compounders రామలో, midwives తరువాత, మొట్టమైనంటే, తలా ఉండి మ్యాండివయాన్ని సేవలోంది. తిమిలి ప్లాండివయాన్ని సేవలోంది. ద్విశతం తినకు సేనికెత్తి తిమిలి ప్లాండివయాన్ని, తిమిలికి మరియు సేవలోంది. ద్విశతం తినకు సేనికెత్తి తిమిలి ప్లాండివయాన్ని. ఈ తరువాత వాటిని సేవలోంది.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

11th August 1956 [ Dr. B. Gopala Reddi

DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

Dr. B. Gopala Reddi

[11th August 1956]

The fact is that we are already facing 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and the Government of India must take a more active role in planning. The Planning Commission must work closely with the State Governments to ensure that our efforts are coordinated. The current system of telegrams and telephones is outdated and inefficient. We need to explore new methods of communication.

It is important to consider the long-term effects of our actions. We must avoid the trap of trying to bite too much. The Planning Commission should focus on a few key areas that will have a significant impact. The Commission must work on a 4,800 rupee per month plan to address these issues. We must also consider the role of the Planning Commission in coordination with State Governments. It is crucial that we work together to ensure that our efforts are effective.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR’S ADDRESS

[11th August 1956]  [Dr. B. Gopala Reddi

The Governor's address presented on 7th August 1956 has been the subject of considerable discussion. The government's administration has been reviewed, and the ways and means position has been examined. The government's position in the open market has been analyzed.

A grant has been made by the Government of India to the tune of Rs. 100,000. Contractors' Bills have been paid, and the government has borrowed Rs. 4,000,000. The government has also paid Rs. 1,000,000 to contractors.

The government has also discussed the ways and means position and the administration. The government has been criticized for its handling of the administration and the ways and means position. The government has been urged to improve its administration and ways and means position.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

Dr. B. Gopala Reddi] [11th August 1956

The Governor's Address has discussed the financial position of the State. The financial position as presented in the Address is based on the calculation of revenue and expenditure. The actual position, as reported by the Statistical Department, shows a deficit of Rs. 200 lakhs. The Tobacco Department has proposed an increase of 25% in the Budget speech. However, the Commercial Tax Department has recommended a reduction of 10% in the Budget Memorandum.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

11th August 1956

[Dr. B. Gopala Reddi]

The Governor's address brought about a sense of urgency. The financial position is currently in a critical situation. The actual deficit is Rs. 25 crores. The Finance Secretary, Patel, explained the situation and emphasized the need for action.

It was mentioned that cheques are being dishonored, leading to financial embarrassment. The Planning Commission revealed that the financial position remains uncertain. Although 218 funds were outlined, the situation is still precarious. Therefore, the Planning Commission advised caution and warned of potential difficulties.
DISCUSSION ON GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

Dr. B. Gopala Reddi [11th August 1956]

ప్రతియేశ్రాణం. మీకు ప్రసంగం 20, 30 రోజులు తెలుస్తుంది. ఇంతి ప్రతియేశ్రాణం మీకు కొన్ని విషయాలను సంశ针ాందాలు చేశాం. ఇంతి ప్రతియేశ్రాణం మీకు కొన్ని విషయాలను సంశిషాం. ఇంతి ప్రతియేశ్రాణం మీకు కొన్ని విషయాలను సంశిషాం. 

తంగు సంఘారణ అనేక రాశిలు మనం సంశిషాం. దొరికి విద్యారధియుండాం. దొరికి విద్యారధియుండాం. దొరికి విద్యారధియుండాం. 

మనం సంశిషాం. మనం సంశిషాం. మనం సంశిషాం. మనం సంశిషాం. 

మనం సంశిషాం. మనం సంశిషాం. మనం సంశిషాం. మనం సంశిషాం. 

మనం సంశిషాం. మనం సంశిషాం. మనం సంశిషాం. మనం సంశిషాం. 

మనం సంశిషాం. మనం సంశిషాం. మనం సంశిషాం. మనం సంశిషాం. 

మనం సంశిషాం. మనం సంశిషాం. మనం సంశిషాం. మనం సంశిషాం. 

మనం సంశిషాం. మనం సంశిషాం. మనం సంశిషాం. మనం సంశిషాం.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

11th August 1956 [Dr. B. Gopala Reddi]

The Finance Commission is at present engaged in the task of preparing a Report on the financial obligations of the States. The Statutory obligation of the Government of the State is to be determined after the issuance of the Report. The Finance Commission is considering the obligations of the States and has submitted a Draft Report.

The Commission has proposed a new system of financial obligations for the States, which is expected to provide a stable and equitable financial framework. The Draft Report provides a comprehensive framework for the financial obligations of the States, which is expected to improve the financial stability of the State.

The new system of financial obligations is expected to reduce the financial burden on the State, which is currently dependent on central Government subsidies. The Draft Report recommends that the financial obligations of the State should be based on a combination of factors, including the economic performance of the State, the size of the population, and the level of development.

The Commission has also proposed a new system of grants-in-aid to the States, which is expected to provide a stable and predictable source of revenue for the States. The Draft Report recommends that the grants-in-aid should be based on a combination of factors, including the economic performance of the State, the size of the population, and the level of development.

The Commission has also proposed a new system of taxation for the States, which is expected to provide a stable and equitable source of revenue. The Draft Report recommends that the taxation system should be based on a combination of factors, including the economic performance of the State, the size of the population, and the level of development.

The Draft Report provides a comprehensive framework for the financial obligations of the States, which is expected to improve the financial stability of the State. The Commission is expected to finalise the Draft Report in the near future.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR’S ADDRESS

Dr. B. Gopala Reddi] [11th August 1956

Fair price shops continued. Floods have caused much damage. G. O issue a circular. The Chief Secretary should take immediate action. The stock of rice, oil, and other essential commodities should be maintained. G. O 6th August 1956. Immediate action should be taken. A fair price shop at each destination. 16/- stock. Contact in the Fair Price Shops 38374. G. O 5th August 1956. I am informed that a G. O is already in progress. What about soaring prices? G. O August 5th. I have been informed. It is a question of time. The government will take appropriate action.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

11th August 1956

[Dr. B. Gopala Reddi]

Sri P. Narasimhappa Rao:- The Hon. Dr. B. Gopala Reddi:-

The Hon Dr. B. Gopala Reddi:-
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

Dr. B. Gopala Reddi] [11th August 1956

The Hon. Sri K. VENKATA RAO:-

The Hon. Dr. B. GOPALAREDDI:-

Sri R. B. RAMAKRISHNA RAJU:-

Sri R. B. RAMAKRISHNA RAJU:-
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR’S ADDRESS

11th August 1956

[Dr. B. Gopala Reddi]

The Hon Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:- In this respect Proposal was submitted. So much old premature deficit is alarming. Further unauctioned substantial amounts are alarming. Hence I think


30, 50 rupees be auction. But it is not at auction. But it is not at auction. But it is not at auction. But it is not at auction. But it is not at auction. But it is not at auction.


Sri D. KONDAIAH CHOWDARY:- Sales Tax was increased 50% from 1948. I think accordingly.

DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

Dr. B. Gopala Reddi

[11th August 1956]

The Hon. Dr. GOPALA REDDI:—

Sri PILLALAMARRI VENKATESWARLU:— Nationalize the Madras City Transport Company. How can we do it? Do we have permission from the U. P. Nationalized Transport Minister to do it? Is it possible to nationalize them or not?

The Hon. Dr. GOPALA REDDI:— 1946 or 1947, the D. S. P. or R. T. O. was the Transport Minister, you have to take permission from him. The transport minister gave permission and said we are nationalizing the monopoly of Madras City Transport. The complaint is that the Madras City Transport Company is not extending the services in the City. Madras City is now paying the transport minister to extend the services. Madras City paid the transport minister Rs. 20-30 lakhs. The transport minister was paying the debt of the company. The transport minister charged Rs. 25 maximum. (This is the maximum bus fare they can charge).

Sri PILLALAMARRI VENKATESWARLU:— Nationalize the Madras City Transport Company. How can we do it? Do we have permission from the U. P. Nationalized Transport Minister to do it? Is it possible to nationalize them or not?
DISCUSSION: ON THE GOVERNOR’S ADDRESS

11th August 1956

[Dr. B. Gopala Reddi]

Nationalization of Municipal Roads and fare regulations

Nationalization of Industrial Organisation

Nationalization of Factory

Rural Electrification

Perhaps this is the highest taxation in the world.

Sri D. KONDIAH CHOWDARY:— Sir, let us divide the

state into regions. Auction is the principle

on which it operates. Whether it is Buses, Lorries or

whether it is any other monopoly, it is a monopoly.

Therefore the government should tax it.

Sri D. KONDIAH CHOWDARY:— Sir, let us divide the

state into regions. Auction is the principle

on which it operates. Whether it is Buses, Lorries or

whether it is any other monopoly, it is a monopoly.

Therefore the government should tax it.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

[11th August 1956]

The Hon. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:- The discussion on the Governor's Address brings out the importance of various industrial activities in the state. The Hon. Governor has emphasized the need for planned economy, and the Government of India has taken several steps in this direction. Sugar Factories, Textile Factories, and Rice Milling Licence are some of the initiatives. Andhra University and other educational institutions have also contributed significantly.

The discussion on the Governor's Address brings out the importance of various industrial activities in the state. The Hon. Governor has emphasized the need for planned economy, and the Government of India has taken several steps in this direction. Sugar Factories, Textile Factories, and Rice Milling Licence are some of the initiatives. Andhra University and other educational institutions have also contributed significantly.

The Hon. Governor has emphasized the need for planned economy, and the Government of India has taken several steps in this direction. Sugar Factories, Textile Factories, and Rice Milling Licence are some of the initiatives. Andhra University and other educational institutions have also contributed significantly.

The Hon. Governor has emphasized the need for planned economy, and the Government of India has taken several steps in this direction. Sugar Factories, Textile Factories, and Rice Milling Licence are some of the initiatives. Andhra University and other educational institutions have also contributed significantly.

The Hon. Governor has emphasized the need for planned economy, and the Government of India has taken several steps in this direction. Sugar Factories, Textile Factories, and Rice Milling Licence are some of the initiatives. Andhra University and other educational institutions have also contributed significantly.

The Hon. Governor has emphasized the need for planned economy, and the Government of India has taken several steps in this direction. Sugar Factories, Textile Factories, and Rice Milling Licence are some of the initiatives. Andhra University and other educational institutions have also contributed significantly.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

11th August 1956] [Dr. B. Gopala Reddi

...
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

Dr. B. Gopala Reddi

[11th August, 1956]

 hãng 18, మరెడు నెలకొల్పబడితే compensation సంచలనం సహాయం దానం జేస్తుంది. భారత 12 లేత ప్రాంతం ప్రధానీకరణ సమాధానం విధానం వాడండి. తేను ప్రధానీకరణ సమాధానం విధానం వాడండి. తేను ప్రధానీ నేతృత్వం కేంద్రాన్ని రాత్రికేంద్రాన్ని సంచలనం సహాయం దానం జేస్తుంది.

G. O 18 ఉన్నత విద్యా సంస్థలు పని చేసి మందిగా రాదుకు ఆధారపడడం కోసం,

mission school, ప్రతి కోసం higher elementary schools middle school ను convert చేసే అనే application కోసం,

మాటాము మిడడ్ స్కూల్లు తేనా పైగాని మిడడ్ స్కూల్లు ప్రధానీ నేతృత్వం కేంద్రాన్ని రాత్రి కేంద్రాన్ని సంచలనం సహాయం దానం జేస్తుంది.

G. O 18 ఉన్నత విద్యా సంస్థలు పని చేసి మందిగా రాదుకు ఆధారపడడం కోసం,

mission school, ప్రతి కోసం higher elementary schools middle school ను convert చేసే అనే application కోసం,

మాటాము మిడడ్ స్కూల్లు తేనా పైగాని మిడడ్ స్కూల్లు ప్రధానీ నేతృత్వం కేంద్రాన్ని రాత్రి కేంద్రాన్ని సంచలనం సహాయం దానం జేస్తుంది.

G. O 18 ఉన్నత విద్యా సంస్థలు పని చేసి మందిగా రాదుకు ఆధారపడడం కోసం,

mission school, ప్రతి కోసం higher elementary schools middle school ను convert చేసే అనే application కోసం,
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

11th August 1956

[Dr. B. Gopala Reddi]

Sri V. VISWESWARA RAO:- In middle school, 1st form 3rd form were introduced free education. Middle school will not be extended to 1st form, 2nd form and 3rd form. Only 1st form will be extended to 11 standards. Promotion from form to form is entirely left to the discretion of the Headmaster.

The Hon. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:- The Education Tour was conducted. The Headmaster's discretion was followed. On the basis of the G.O. issue, Headmaster has to decide the promotion. Standards will be maintained. The Headmaster has to decide the promotion from form to form.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR’S ADDRESS

Dr. B. Gopala Reddi [11th August 1956]

The School has been facing a crisis. The Headmaster and the Principal have been falling ill. The students have been passing the School final examination, but failing in the School. The Headmaster has been very anxious. He has been trying his best to improve the standards. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice Chancellor, the Vice Chancellor, the Headmaster, the Principal, the teachers and the students. The Headmaster has been discussing with the Vice
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

11th August 1956] [Dr. B. Gopala Reddi

standards to improve. In the past, only those who had passed in the School Final and Class 10 appeared in the S.S.L.C. examinations. Now, those who have passed in the School Final are also appearing in the S.S.L.C. examinations. December 15, 1955, was the last date for appearing. 35, 40, and 45 were the passing marks. Those who failed to clear these tuitions had their S.S.L.C. examinations in January, and 8 had to appear for the S.S.L.C. exams.

The Hon. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:—That is alright. Very good. 22% of the schools had 88% of the students appear. The District of West Godavari had 90% of the students appearing. The percentage of marks of schools in the District of West Godavari Lost was 95% of the students. The average percentage of passes in the West Godavari Dist was 50%. (Dt. Average)

Sri S. K. V. KRISHNAVATHARAM:—The Hon. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:—That is alright very good. 22% of the schools had 88% of the students appearing. The District of West Godavari had 90% of the students appearing. The percentage of marks of schools in the District of West Godavari Lost was 95% of the students. The average percentage of passes in the West Godavari Dist was 50%. (Dt. Average)

1) Bishop Harzariah High School, Vijayawada 93%  
2) Antony High School, Visakhapatnam 93.7%  
3) Sai Baba National High School, Anantapur 89%
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

Dr. B. Gopala Reddi] [11th August 1956

As per Saibaba National High School, Anantapur last year the results were very good. The results of the SA II and SA III standards are maintained by students from Saibaba National High School, Anantapur last year. Congratulations to all students! Percentage: 87 %

4) Board High School, Sangam Jagarlamoodi 88%
5) Board High School, Koonavaram, E. Godawari 87.5%
6) Board High School, Saibaba National High School, Anantapur 87%

Students who appeared for their 10th and 12th Board High School Exams and also for the Pre-University Course have done well. Time 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM. Time 6:00 PM to 8:00 PM. Time 9:00 PM to 11:00 PM.

An Hon. Member:- Land Reforms Wives' Welfare.
Sri. D. KONDAIAH CHOWDARY:- Forest Reservations are very necessary.
The Hon. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI of Estates Land Act, has received very good results. 100% Sanction is required. C.C.F. 10% of the land is taken over as an estate. C.C.F. 10% of the land is taken over as an estate. C.C.F. 10% of the land is taken over as an estate. C.C.F. 10% of the land is taken over as an estate. C.C.F. 10% of the land is taken over as an estate. C.C.F. 10% of the land is taken over as an estate. C.C.F. 10% of the land is taken over as an estate. C.C.F. 10% of the land is taken over as an estate.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

11th August 1956  [G. Yellamanda Reddi]

The Hon. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:—

The issue of registered estates taken over by the Government was raised in the Governor's Address. The Land Reforms Act, particularly the provisions regarding the acquisition of land by the Government, was discussed. The First Five Year Plan, with its emphasis on industrial development, was also mentioned. The need for a comprehensive study of the agricultural sector was highlighted, with a focus on improving yields and productivity. The importance of rural infrastructure was stressed, with proposals for the construction of roads and bridges. The need for better irrigation facilities was noted, with a call for the expansion of canals and other water management systems. The discussion also touched upon the need for better educational facilities in rural areas, with suggestions for the establishment of more schools and colleges. The issue of land tenure was raised, with a call for the implementation of a just and equitable land distribution system. The need for better health services in rural areas was emphasized, with proposals for the establishment of more hospitals and clinics. The discussion concluded with a call for greater cooperation and coordination between the various levels of government and the private sector, in order to address the challenges facing the rural economy.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR’S ADDRESS

Dr. B. Gopal Reddi

[11th August 1956]

death duties on Agricultural Lands is a major concern. Nowadays, we seek to divide agricultural lands among farmers. However, this division of agricultural lands has implications on death duties. It is essential to classify agricultural lands and agricultural goods.

In the context of death duties, we discuss the abolition of Inams. The Hon. Dr. B. Gopal Reddi addresses the issue of full assessments on inams. He announces that the east district will have full assessments starting from 1-4-0.

Dr. Gopal Reddi further emphasizes the importance of death duties. He states that the progressive graded surcharge should be abolished.

Sri PILLALAMARRI VENKATESWARLU:

The Hon. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR’S ADDRESS

11th August 1958

[Dr. B. Gopala Reddi]

lands, inams abolition, tenancy security fair rent, assessment on inams, and graded surcharge, and other matters. The Governor has also made suggestions regarding the assessment of inam lands, abolition of tenancy security, fair rent, and graded surcharge. He has also expressed his views on other matters.

The Governor has congratulated the members of the Backward Class Harijan Association. The Director of Agriculture has congratulated the members of the Backward Class Harijan Association. The Governor has also congratulated the members of the Backward Class Harijan Association.

The Government has also congratulated the members of the Backward Class Harijan Association. The Governor has also congratulated the members of the Backward Class Harijan Association. The Governor has also congratulated the members of the Backward Class Harijan Association.

The Government has also congratulated the members of the Backward Class Harijan Association. The Governor has also congratulated the members of the Backward Class Harijan Association. The Governor has also congratulated the members of the Backward Class Harijan Association.

The Government has also congratulated the members of the Backward Class Harijan Association. The Governor has also congratulated the members of the Backward Class Harijan Association. The Governor has also congratulated the members of the Backward Class Harijan Association.

The Government has also congratulated the members of the Backward Class Harijan Association. The Governor has also congratulated the members of the Backward Class Harijan Association. The Governor has also congratulated the members of the Backward Class Harijan Association.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

Dr. B. Gopala Reddi

[11th August 1956]

Dr. B. Gopala Reddi, Medical college, Vizianagaram. The Governor, who presides over the 1200 members of the Medical college and Engineering college, also presided. The Medical college and Engineering college were issues for the Planning Committee (interruption). Dr. Gopala Reddi, Medical college, Engineering college, Planning Committee, 2nd Draft Five Year Plan, final report. 2nd Draft Five Year Plan, final report. Draft Five Year Plan, family holding, define, define, tendency, ceiling, rent. Anand, Saurashtra, U.P., Bihar, Venkatarama R.J., A. Venkatarama R.J.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

11th August 1956

The Hon Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:— Prohibition issue is of great magnitude, but at the same time, it is not clear how it is related to Congress High Command and Working Committee. It is a part of a bigger programme, ceilings on national wealth, total wealth by Planning Commission. It is a part of a bigger programme, ceilings on national wealth, total wealth by Planning Commission.

Total income ceiling specified by Planning Committee is 4000 r. This is a part of a bigger programme, ceilings on national wealth, total wealth by Planning Commission.

Constitution says, "you can't take any property without Compensation." Compensation is based on the market value of the property. Instalments may be tenancy, agricultural labour, consolidation of holdings.
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

[11th August 1956]

Dr. B. Gopala Reddi

The Hon. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:- Honorable, Sir,

Sri D. KONDAIAH CHOWDARY:- Honorable, Sir,

Sri D. KONDAIAH CHOWDARY:- Honorable, Sir,

DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

Dr. B. Gopala Reddi

The Hon. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:- Honorable, Sir,

Sri D. KONDAIAH CHOWDARY:- Honorable, Sir,
DISCUSSION ON THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS

11th August 1956]

The Hon. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:-- There are amendments 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 14, 15 of the Governor's Address for discussion. Amendments 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 are by leave of the House withdrawn.

Amendments 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 were put to vote and lost. Amendment 16 was put to vote and declared lost. Poll was demanded. Ayes 14, Noes a very large number. The amendment was lost.

Amendments 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 were put to vote and lost.

Amendments 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48 and 49 were put to vote and lost.

Amendments 50 to 60 were withdrawn by leave of the House.

Sri P. NARSIMHAPPA RAO:-- Prohibition is not included. Prohibition and Motor transport are not included. Prohibition and Motor transport are not included. Ondhra Pradesh is not included. Ondhra Pradesh is not included.

The Hon. Dr. B. GOPALA REDDI:-- Amendments 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49 and 50 are by leave of the House withdrawn.

MR. SPEAKER:- I shall now put the amendments to the vote of the House.

Amendments 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 were by leave of the House withdrawn.

Amendments 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 were put to vote and lost.

Amendment 16 was put to vote and declared lost. Poll was demanded. Ayes 14, Noes a very large number. The amendment was lost.

Amendments 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 were put to vote and lost.

Amendments 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48 and 49 were put to vote and lost.

Amendments 50 to 60 were withdrawn by leave of the House.
Amendment 95 was put to vote and declared lost. A poll was demanded. 
Ayes 12, and Noes a great many. The motion was lost.
Amendments 96 to 106 were put to vote and lost.
Amendment 107 was put to vote and lost. A poll was demanded. Ayes 14, and Noes 119. The motion was lost.

Mr. SPEAKER: I shall now put the main motion to the vote of the House. The question is:

"That an humble Address be presented to the Governor as follows:--

"That the Members of the Andhra Legislative Assembly assembled in this session are deeply grateful to the Governor for the Address which he has been pleased to deliver to this House on 8th August, 1956".

The motion was carried amidst cheers.

Mr. SPEAKER: The House will now adjourn and meet at 8-30 a.m. on Monday, the 13th August 1956.

The House then adjourned.